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Abstract. The computing industry has yet to take up agent technology as a new 
approach to software development. While other paradigms are supported by 
various tools, including generic IDEs, these are not well developed for agent-
ware. Many agent platforms provide some form of IDE but these are platform-
specific and are typically so tightly coupled to their agent platforms that they 
offer little re-use. There has been too little discussion about which tools an IDE 
should contain and few attempts to produce a generic IDE. In this paper, we 
identify two levels of abstraction requiring IDE tool support and draw on 
current research to categorise a set of generic tools for each level. We describe 
the reasons why existing MAS IDEs are coupled to their platforms and present 
an extendible software architecture which avoids this coupling. We build an 
IDE using this architecture and demonstrate its decoupling and extensibility by 
experimentation.  
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1   Introduction 
Writing agent-based software requires a varied set of skills and imposes a level of 
complexity beyond that experienced with other approaches to software construction 
[5, 6, 12]. One reason for this is that agent-based code is reactive - agents respond to 
messages and changes in their environment. This can make debugging agents more 
complex than debugging traditional systems. Other problems are introduced by the 
distribution and concurrency which is present in systems containing multiple agents 
[12] where processing is spread across agents and performance is as much a result of 
agent-agent interaction as it is a result of the data manipulations from individual 
blocks of program code. 
Research into Multiagent Systems (MAS) has produced a choice of methodologies, 
design tools and platforms for deploying agents, yet the development of MAS in 
industry is still limited to a few research-supported implementations like those 
conducted by Agentis Software [2]. While these industrial implementations have 
demonstrated some benefits in using agents they have also highlighted a need for 
appropriate programmer support. Currently, tool support for general MAS technology 
is not sufficient for widespread adoption [3, 5] and practitioners suggest that the 
consolidation of a suitable set of tools and technologies for Agent Oriented Software 
Engineering (AOSE) is one of the most important challenges for transferring the 
results of agent-based research into industry [3, 5, 13]. A complete set of AOSE tools 
would include those used for deployment and monitoring as well as those used early 
in the design phases of agent-based solutions. 
As with other paradigms (like object-orientation) an IDE for MAS development is 
an important tool [2] but, while there has been some publication of ideas [6, 10, 11] 
and different MAS platforms provide varying levels of support [9, 12, 15, 16], there 
has not been enough discussion within the research community about the features a 
MAS IDE should contain and IDEs have, to date, only been developed as adjuncts to 
existing MAS languages and platforms. This is understandable: the first priority for 
researchers is to build the run-time platform itself since there is little point in having 
an IDE without a platform. IDE development becomes important only after the 
platform is operational and often only once a user group becomes established. The 
result of this trend is that existing IDEs are so tightly coupled to their target agent-
languages and/or agent-platforms that they offer little opportunity for re-use.  
Our initial work in IDE construction followed this approach. Furthermore, many of 
the tools in our original IDE were aimed at programming and debugging individual 
agents rather than higher level tasks like system-wide debugging and deployment.  
Providing tools for individual agents is less demanding because these tools can often 
use technologies borrowed from other paradigms (like objects). We were not alone in 
this, the lack of tool support at the MAS system level, mainly for post-implementation 
activities, has been recognised [12, 5, 6] and we have more recently focused on this. 
We have also acknowledged the need, discussed by Bordini et al. [5], to decouple 
agent tools from any specific agent framework and language. For example, the JACK 
Development Environment (JDE) is used with the JACK agent platform (www.agent-
software.com) while the JADE toolset is used with the JADE framework [1] and these 
cannot be interchanged. We have taken a different approach to IDE development and 
believe we have achieved cross-platform reuse by constructing our IDE as a MAS in 
its own right. In this paper we describe our approach by considering two questions 
that underpin this work: 
(i) are there common tools, across MAS platforms which can be included in a 
generic IDE and is it possible to classify these in any way? 
(ii) how is it possible to build a generic IDE for cross-platform use so it may be 
modified/extended to take account of other platform-specific features? 
2   Classification of Tools 
This section considers a means of classifying tools for MAS development and 
identifies tools/features important for inclusion in a MAS IDE. Some of these are 
generic across applications while others are agent paradigm specific. 
There are a wide range of agent types and associated concepts of agency: some 
research communities are mostly concerned with web-based software components 
with communication ability, other communities concentrate on platforms like Jade [1] 
and Midas [8] which implement agents but have an open view of the nature of these 
agents, others focus on specific types of agents using languages/platforms like 3APL 
[7] and Jason [4] which support BDI agents. Typically, specialised agents are built on 
and supported by a more general agent-layer which provides facilities for message 
transmission, etc. (3APL and Jason are supported by Jade for example). The IDE 
presented in this paper integrates with platforms operating at the level of Jade but in 
doing so supports any languages/platforms deployed on top of them. As discussed in 
later sections, the IDE is itself developed as a MAS and the agents making up this 
MAS are also mid-level agents. 
With respect to the reference model proposed by Modi et al. [17], the IDE will 
typically receive information from the framework layer but this information will 
describe activity within the agent layer. While we recognise the importance of the 
Reference Model, we are concerned with the tasks performed by agent developers 
rather than levels of agent implementation. This leads us to sub-divide activity in the 
Reference Model's agent layer since it involves both individual agents as well as 
interacting MAS. In this paper we consider a classification of tools from two different 
levels of abstraction: the system-level and the agent-level. Tools in each of these 
levels can be further classified into build-time or run-time tools according to their use, 
(i) the system-level considers the semantic content of agent-agent messages but 
represents the agents themselves as black box entities. It is concerned with 
building MAS as opposed to building individual agents. System level tasks are 
similar to the high level tasks in more traditional paradigms (system wide 
testing, interoperability, deployment, etc). This level also captures additional 
MAS concepts like emergent behaviour, groups and teamwork. At run time, 
during monitoring and debugging phases, activities at this level are concerned 
with the emergent properties of a MAS which include the nature of agent-agent 
interactions and messaging, the system's architecture, etc.;  
(ii) the agent-level, in contrast is concerned primarily with the functionality of 
individual agents and considers, for example, how they react to given messages. 
Internal workings of agents have focus and activities are those associated with 
building single agents. Agent-level tasks map on to the programming tasks 
performed in other paradigms (editing source files, testing individual classes, 
etc). 
Our analysis reveals that system level tools are often generic while agent-level 
tools tend to match the agent language used and the type of agency involved. 
Categorising tools into these levels has allowed us to determine which tools can be 
provided by plugging in existing (programming language based) development and 
debugging environments (which operate at the agent-level) and which are the direct 
responsibility of a system-level IDE. 
Previous research acknowledges that debugging agents is difficult and has 
recognised the need for tools like the Tracing method [12] but still debugging, 
especially at the system-level, has not received sufficient attention [9, 19] and needs 
further investigation. System-level debugging where individual agents are black 
boxes, involves activities like analysing scenarios of activity involving groups of 
agents and solving errors in the functioning of the system as a whole. Tools are also 
needed for system-level phases of deployment and post-implementation monitoring 
but many of these tasks are inadequately supported [3, 6].  
Si n c e s yst e m-l e v el t o ols ar e oft e n n e gl e ct e d, t h e t er m " M A S I D E " c a n b e 
misl e a di n g wit h m o st c urr e nt M A S I D E s o nl y pr o vi di n g t h e ki n d of t o ols as s o ci at e d 
wit h o bj e ct- ori e nt e d I D E s, i. e.: f o c usi n g o n pr o gr a m mi n g is s u es a n d s er vi n g pri m aril y 
t o “a ut o m at e t e di o u s c o di n g t a s ks ” [ 5]. I n t his p a p er w e u s e t h e t er m M A S I D E t o 
r ef er t o a t o ol kit wit h pr o visi o n f or b ot h t h e a g e nt-l e v el a n d t h e s yst e m-l e v el. 
2. 1   G e n e ri c S y st e ms S u p p o rt 
T his s e cti o n dis c us s es g e n eri c t o ol r e q uir e m e nts at t h e s yst e m l e v el. T h e y h a v e b e e n 
d eri v e d fr o m M A S lit er at ur e a n d t hr o u g h o ur e x p eri e n c e wit h M A S d e v el o p m e nt.  
2. 1. 1   R e p r es e nti n g M A S St r u ct u r e 
A si m pl e M A S m a y b e c o m p o s e d of a h o m o g e n e o u s c oll e cti o n of i nt er a cti n g a g e nts 
i n w hi c h all el e m e nts of t h e s yst e m c a n b e pr es e nt e d as bl a c k b o x c o m p o n e nt s wit h a 
m es s a gi n g i nt erf a c e. Wit h l ar g er s c al e s yst e ms t h er e m a y b e b e n efits i n vi e wi n g a 
M A S as a hi er ar c hi c al or g a nis ati o n w h er e c oll e cti o ns of a g e nt s ar e gr o u p e d i nt o 
hi g h er l e v el f or ms w hi c h c a n b e vi e w e d as si n gl e- e ntit y bl a c k- b o x e s. A g e nt s c a n b e 
s e n si bl y gr o u p e d f or v ari o u s r e as o ns: b e c a u s e t h e a g e nts t h e y c o nt ai n r e pr es e nt a 
si n gl e h ol o n, b e c a us e t h e y ar e d e pl o y e d o n a si n gl e p h ysi c al n et w or k, b e c a u s e t h e y 
f or m w ell e st a blis h e d s o ci eti es or b e c a us e t h e m o d el of a g e n c y c o n si d er s gr o u p 
r el ati o ns hi p s of s o m e ki n d (t h e A al a a di n A G R m o d el f or e x a m pl e). All o wi n g us er s t o 
e x p a n d a n d c oll a p s e a g e nt c oll e cti o ns i nt o si n gl e e ntiti e s all o ws t h e m t o vi e w a M A S 
at diff er e nt l e v el s of a b str a cti o n. T his ai d s s yst e m c o m pr e h e nsi o n as w ell as t as ks li k e 
d e b u g gi n g. 
2. 1. 2   M ess a gi n g 
M A S ar e c o n c e pt u alis e d a n d d esi g n e d as i nt er a cti n g e ntiti e s; t h es e i nt er a cti o ns ar e a 
k e y as p e ct of t h e M A S w or ki n g s. D e v el o p er s of m ess a g e ori e nt e d s yst e ms h a v e 
tr a diti o n all y u s e d t o ols t h at a g gr e g at e all m e ss a g e tr a ns mis si o ns f or l at er e x a mi n ati o n. 
A s ur v e y of M A S I D E s s h o ws t h at m a n y d o littl e m or e t h a n t his. S o m e of t h e m or e 
d e v el o p e d I D E s als o pr o vi d e us ef ul f u n cti o n s li k e c o n v er s ati o n tr a c ki n g [ 1 0], 
v erifi c ati o n of s c e n ari o s b y m at c hi n g m ess a g e s a g ai nst d esi g n [ 1 9] a n d t h e a bilit y t o 
r estri ct l o gs t o m e ss a g es r el ati n g t o p arti c ul ar a g e nt s [ 1].  S o m e si m pl y pr o d u c e t e xt 
fil es of d at a w hil e ot h er s pr o vi d e a m or e r e a d a bl e dis pl a y. 
Si n c e a n al ysi n g m e ss a g es is s o f u n d a m e nt al t o M A S d e b u g gi n g, a g e n er al p ur p o s e 
M A S I D E s h o ul d pr o vi d e e xt e nsi v e a n d s p e ci alis e d s u p p ort f or vi e wi n g m ess a g e s. 
W e s u g g est t h e f oll o wi n g as a mi ni m al s et of f a ciliti es: 
•  s e p ar ati o n of a g e nt m es s a g e s fr o m s yst e m m e ss a g es ( e. g.: err or m es s a g e s);  
•  c oll ati o n of m e ss a g es u n d er diff er e nt s e ar c h crit eri a li k e t h e i d e ntiti es of 
s e n di n g/r e c ei vi n g a g e nts, c o n v er s ati o n i d, ti m e fr a m e s, p h ysi c al distri b uti o n, et c; 
•  offli n e st or a g e of all m e ss a g es wit h fl e xi bl e filt eri n g m e c h a nis ms s o t h at t h e u s er 
m a y i n s p e ct diff er e nt s u b s et s of m e ss a g es b y a p pl yi n g diff er e nt filt eri n g crit eri a; 
•  s y n c hr o nis ati o n wit h ot h er f u n cti o ns li k e l o g gi n g a n d pl a y b a c k ( d es cri b e d n e xt).  
2.1.3   Logging and Playback 
For analysis and debugging it is difficult to observe any system, including MAS, in 
real-time because system activity occurs too fast for human comprehension. Some 
traditional programming tools use features like breakpoints to pause execution so that 
current system states can be inspected. These facilities are important for 
troubleshooting but are impossible to use with distributed, concurrent systems. One 
solution is to capture MAS activity (e.g.: agents joining the MAS, messages and 
errors) and allow users to replay it at slower speeds and apply breakpoints on the 
replay mechanism. This can be supported by filtering mechanisms that allow the user 
to focus on particular agents, agent groups, parts of the agent network and interaction 
scenarios. These kinds of activity are currently not well supported although their 
importance has been highlighted for some time, for example Ndumu et al. [18] 
explain the importance of offline replay of MAS activity from different perspectives. 
In addition, offline playback allows developers some opportunity to visualise the 
emergent properties of a system as they occur since an IDE can show the changing 
system architecture, message transmissions, system errors, etc. slowing down and 
pausing the replay as necessary. 
2.1.4   Testing 
It is necessary to test either single agents or sets of agents without the presence of 
other agents that send or receive messages from them. This may be because related 
agents have not yet been developed or because the agent(s) are being developed as 
plug and play agents. An IDE that allows agent interactions to be driven manually (or 
through scripts) therefore offers some advantages. Some systems provide messaging 
agents for this (e.g.: JADE's "Dummy Agent", Mock Agents in Agile PASSI). These 
are useful for testing agents’ internal response to messages, the interactions between 
agents and to identify emergent behaviour in an agent sub-group. 
2.1.5   Deployment 
MAS consist of independently executing entities and do not have a single starting 
point like other types of applications so launching them is more complex but this is 
only addressed by few platforms [6]. Toolkits that allow MAS launching information 
to be specified and also automate the launching process reduce the likelihood of errors 
and aid system reconfiguration. Information to support launching may include details 
such as agent instances (type and number of agents), locations of agent executable 
files, their dependencies (constraints on the order in which they are started up) and 
structure (hierarchical groupings). 
There is also a need to remove agents or add new agents to a running MAS. 
Administrators may be required to monitor running MAS for conditions that need 
correction [6], this is more important for dynamic MAS whose composition and 
structure change frequently at runtime. Platforms produce messages indicating error 
and abnormal conditions. Some messages indicate failures that require agent repair or 
redundancy; others may indicate system-level conditions like high message traffic 
which may need correction by reconfiguring MAS structure. Administrators require 
facilities to change MAS structure at run-time by adding/removing agents or 
relocating agents to other parts of the MAS network. Support for these tasks is also 
required during the testing and debugging of MAS. 
3   Decoupling and Reuse 
Choosing to use MAS as a paradigm for development and selecting a platform comes 
with the constraints of the agent language, philosophy and toolset associated with the 
platform. Such a "platform package" will tend to have leanings towards certain types 
of applications and types of agency rather than be generic/tailorable. If a developer 
selects 3APL they commit to using BDI agents and the 3APL IDE/toolkit. If they 
need to build mobile agents on portable devices for some other work they will change 
agent languages but in doing so they will be forced to discard all those tools they used 
with 3APL including the IDE. IDEs used in object oriented development are no 
longer like this, they can be readily reconfigured for different languages and linked to 
specific tools for those languages. This is not only true for well featured packages like 
Eclipse but is also the case with tools that are little more than editors. WinEdit for 
example (www.winedit.com) can be configured to color program code according to 
simple syntax rules and link to specific compilers. This kind of cross-platform reuse is 
not offered by IDEs for MAS. 
Bordini et al. [5] identify a number of priorities to enable wider development of 
agent based software. In relation to practical MAS construction they highlight the 
need to integrate MAS development environments with existing object oriented IDEs 
and imply that a key challenge is also to develop a MAS IDE that can integrate across 
different MAS platforms but acknowledge that this is difficult currently since there is 
"unavoidabl[ly] tight coupling of agent IDEs and agent platforms" [ibid. p.40]. 
3.1   The Causes of Coupling 
There are various factors which tend to increase the levels of coupling between 
components in software systems. These affect agent based software in similar ways to 
other types of software. In considering those coupling dependencies which occur 
between an agent platform and an IDE we identify three issues. The first relates to the 
nature of communication and information exchange between agent platform and IDE. 
If they use some unique mechanism for interaction or pass data which is structured in 
complex ways then their relationship will exhibit close coupling. In the worse case, if 
they communicate through a series of method calls and share internal data structures, 
they will effectively be using some common API and it will only be possible to reuse 
the IDE (or replace it) with other software built on the same API. 
A second factor is the extent to which the IDE provides specific support for 
features unique to the platform (or perhaps handled in a unique way by the platform). 
This can be overcome by restricting the IDE so that it only supports those generic 
features which form part of all agent platforms but this would be a poor solution since 
the IDE would then implement only the small subset of features and fail to provide 
many of the tools that developers need. When working with mobile agents, for 
example, it is highly desirable for an IDE to manage aspects of mobility yet mobility 
tools would probably not be included in a generic set of features. This apparently 
presents a conflict of interests since an IDE can only implement generic features if it 
is to offer cross-platform reuse and yet, if it is going to offer a comprehensive set of 
tools for developers, it must also provide platform specific tools. 
Finally, a third factor which increases coupling dependency is the extent to which 
the design of the IDE is influenced by the design (or agent-paradigm) of any 
platform/agent language. This relates in part to the previous two factors (if the IDE 
shares an API with the platform or is influenced by platform specific features then 
coupling will be increased) but it may also be caused by less explicit dependencies. If, 
for example, it is assumed that agents are BDI and the IDE is built around this 
premise then the reporting of agent behavior may be in terms of "plans". This 
approach would limit reuse since the IDE would be less suitable for non-BDI agents. 
3.2   Achieving Decoupling 
The first requirement to limit coupling is that the IDE and the platform avoid 
communicating by uniquely defined method calls and avoid passing complex data 
structures which may not be appropriate for other platforms. It would be possible to 
achieve this with existing OO techniques (such as using a command pattern) but we 
also want an IDE which can be modified at run-time without a need for recompilation 
or rebuild (to provide enhanced reporting of agent mobility for example) and can be 
used, simultaneously, with multiple frameworks which may each provide different 
information (structure and content) to the IDE. After results of initial experimentation, 
in preference to using an OO approach, we have constructed the IDE in the form of its 
own, independent MAS. Communication to and from this IDE-MAS is sent textually 
in the form of inter-agent messages by following an agreed protocol for message 
structuring. In keeping with the principle that agents written in different languages, 
using different paradigms are able to communicate as long as they do so using some 
agreed protocol, an IDE deployed in the form of a MAS is less tightly coupled than 
one relying on some other means of communication. In this case the coupling is 
defined only in terms of the message protocol required by the IDE. Any platform 
wishing to use the IDE need only send the IDE messages about the platform's events 
(agents joining / leaving the system, agent-agent message passing, errors, etc). 
This approach overcomes the first point discussed in the section above but does not 
address the paradox of how an IDE can provide platform-specific features and still be 
suitable for cross-platform reuse. We have addressed this by following the model used 
with object oriented IDEs which provide a generic set of OO tools but then allow 
specific language tools (compilers, etc) to be plugged in to them. In our case, since 
the MAS IDE is now in the form of its own MAS, these tools are plugged in by 
adding new agents to the IDE-MAS. 
Initially then, the IDE provides only a generic set of tools independent of any agent 
and not specific to any particular notion of agency. Further tools are then freely added 
in the form of additional agents which are incorporated into the IDE. This approach is 
made possible by tightly encapsulating the IDE so that its internal architecture and 
agent composition is not visible externally and by using a flexible protocol for 
messaging between its agents. 
3.3   Architecture and Message Protocol 
The IDE is arranged as an organisation of agents who's internal structure is invisible 
to external systems and who's agents present a shared interface. In addition the 
internal agents are arranged so that all messages received from external systems are 
received by a single internal message-dispatch agent. In practice these externally 
generated messages are sent by some external MAS (or, more likely its supporting 
MAS platform) to report on events occurring in the external system. It is by virtue of 
these messages that the IDE is able to monitor the structures and behaviours occurring 
in the external system. 
The IDE-internal message-dispatch agent forwards messages to other agents within 
the IDE according to the message type which is a facet of the IDE message protocol. 
All agents inside the IDE register their interests with the message-dispatcher by 
telling it which types of message they wish to receive. For example: the internal agent 
which dynamically shows the architecture of an external system will register an 
interest in messages containing information about agents joining and leaving the 
external system. There are a number of advantages to using a dispatch agent: 
(i) it hides the internal agents to such an extent that, even though the composition of 
agents in the IDE may change, external agents remain unaffected by any 
changes. External agents are unaffected by changes even if the structure of the 
IDE changes at run-time, this allows IDE users to switch on/off agents while 
monitoring a live system;  
(ii) new agents can be added to the IDE simply by registering them with the 
dispatcher and noting what types of messages they wish to be copied into. There 
is no requirement for further configuration;  
(iii) it is possible to dispatch the same message to multiple intra-IDE agents. 
The flexibility of the IDE is further improved by using an extendible message 
protocol which is only weakly specified. Developers will typically incorporate 
additional agents in the IDE to monitor or manipulate some specific feature of the 
external agent platform they are using. These additional IDE agents will often need 
different types of information from that required by those standardised, generic tools 
provided by the IDE by default. By implication they will need this additional 
information transmitted to them within the IDE messages. 
The IDE message protocol is based on a simple slot-filler notation but allows extra 
information to be included in additional slots. The IDE recognises specific types of 
MAS event (agents joining/leaving the systems, messages sent between agents, etc) 
indicated by the use of tags in the message protocol. For example, a message 
indicating that an agent named "Sue" has joined the system will use a register-agent 
tag and appear something like... 
((from  external-sender) 
 (to    IDE-dispatch) 
 (type  register-agent) 
 (body  (name Sue)) 
The tags from, to and type identify the agents involved in the information transfer 
and the type of information sent. The body tag contains information specific to the 
message type. As outlined above IDE dispatcher routes this message to its internal 
registry agent on the basis of the message type. 
The protocol allows extra slots to be included in any message. For example, one 
platform tested in this study allows agents to have a scope indicating their visibility. 
"Global" agents are visible across an entire MAS, "local" and "internal" agents have 
restricted visibility. Messages indicating agents have joined the system have an extra 
slot when used with this platform, e.g.: 
((from  external-sender) 
 (to    IDE-dispatch) 
 (type  register-agent) 
 (body  (name   Sue) 
        (scope  global)) 
The IDE provides generic tools to monitor the architecture of an external MAS, its 
messages and report on any errors. The generic tool to monitor agent messaging is 
agnostic about the ACL used by the external system, it simply displays the content of 
external messages in a textual form. Alternative IDE agents, oriented to specific 
ACLs can be substituted, these will provide better information by making more 
effective use of the data contained in the body of IDE messages. 
As well as introducing new tags to pre-existing message types, The IDE message 
protocol can be extended by introducing new message types. If the IDE is being used 
with a platform which supports mobility for example, the protocol could be extended 
to allow the following format of message which states that the agent mobile3 has 
moved from node7 to node11. 
((from  external-sender) 
 (to    IDE-dispatch) 
 (type  mobile-relocate) 
 (body  (name   mobile3) 
        (source node7) 
        (dest   node11)) 
No changes to the IDE or its existing agents are needed in order to accommodate 
this new message type. All that is required is that the external system generates a 
message of type mobile-relocate when appropriate and sends them to IDE-dispatch.  
So far our discussions have focused on system level tools, these are provided by 
including generic tools in the IDE which can be added to and replaced by more 
specific tools as required. It is also necessary to supply agent level tools. However, 
the nature of tools at the agent level is different to those at the system level and the 
ways that they can be provided by the IDE are also different. There are a range of 
approaches to agent implementation provided by various platforms. Broadly we 
consider two different categories: 
(i) platforms where agents are based on extensions of existing languages (Java for 
example) and,  
(ii) those based on specialised agent definition languages. 
In the first case neither system-level concepts nor many aspects of agency are 
explicitly visible in the program code. Agent-level activities like debugging and 
editing the code that defines an agent are similar to those carried out with code not 
involving agents and existing IDEs, editors, etc. provided for the base language are 
suitable. In the second case, where agents are defined in a specialised language, the 
language/framework has an obligation to its developer community to provide 
appropriate agent-level tools if it intends widespread use. Currently the tendency is 
either to plug-in to an existing IDE e.g.: The Living Systems Developer which uses 
Eclipse (www.eclipse.org) or to provide a specialised IDE (these typically follow the 
model set out by the object-oriented IDEs [5]). 
Consequently, whether platform specific or not, agent-level tools can be provided 
in the form of a conventional IDE. The requirement for a platform-independent MAS-
toolkit to provide agent-level tools is then only that it must allow a range of IDEs to 
be registered so agents of different types can be inspected, traced and edited using 
appropriate tools. 
Building the IDE as a MAS makes it possible to link agent-level tools (editors, 
object-IDEs, etc) by simply adding an agent to the IDE-MAS which calls up the tool. 
Alteration to the internal structure of the IDE is invisible to any other sub-systems so 
does not require them to be modified. 
4   Evaluation 
Our primary interest is the extent to which the design approach of the IDE allows it to 
be decoupled from any particular agent platform thereby allowing it to be reused. To 
evaluate the design we have constructed an IDE based on the principles described 
above. We have examined two aspects in judging the level of decoupling achieved: 
(i) the decoupling of the IDE from any specific agent platform; 
(ii) the decoupling from other components.  
The first allows the IDE to be used with different platforms, the second allows 
further tools to be integrated with the IDE. The IDE is implemented as a MAS which 
defines a text-based message protocol and can link to any other software capable of 
socket-based communication. The IDE itself is not dependent on any platform for 
gathering system information. This suggests that the level of coupling is low but we 
have also demonstrated this experimentally in the following ways: 
(i) the IDE has been used successfully with a MAS platform supporting agents 
written in Java and in Lisp [14];  
(ii) while Galaxy Communicator (http://communicator.sourceforge.net/) should 
perhaps not be considered a true MAS, the IDE has been successfully used with 
Galaxy; 
(iii) the IDE has been successfully used as a link between a MAS framework and 
Galaxy (readily achieved since the IDE can communicate with both systems); 
(iv) the IDE has been used with a virtual MAS – a shell masquerading as a running 
MAS which, through the use of scripts, generates agent architectures and 
messages which are passed to non-virtual agents.  
Since the IDE is deployed in the form of a MAS, providing new MAS-level tools is 
readily achieved by adding new agents to the IDE. This has been verified 
experimentally. Similarly, we have demonstrated by experimentation that the IDE can 
integrate with agent-level tools. In practice this is achieved by allowing agents to be 
inspected by different object-IDEs, according to their type. This capability is provided 
in the same way that a general purpose editor can call up appropriate compilers for the 
programs it is editing. 
The IDE has also been tested for usability by following small user-groups of 
students involved in MAS development. Observations confirmed the importance of 
MAS tools in general (also noted by other authors [11, 12, 16]) and supported our 
proposition that the two levels of development and debugging for MAS, the agent-
level and the system-level, involve different types of activity, the first where the focus 
of attention relates more to issues concerning program code, the second where the 
focus is systems architecture and messaging. Users reported a perceived reduction in 
the learning curve associated with moving to a new MAS platform while retaining the 
same IDE and highlighted the benefit of adopting their own personal preference of 
agent-level tools (eg: Eclipse). 
5   Conclusion 
This paper acknowledges that the lack of a complete set of engineering tools is a 
contributing factor to the slow uptake of agent-based software development in 
industry. In particular we have focused on the provision of IDEs. 
We have categorised suitable tools for MAS IDEs into two levels of abstraction the 
agent-level and the system-level. We suggest that tools for use at the agent-level are 
generally available but there is a greater problem in providing tools at the system-
level. Furthermore, we note that for tools to be of general use they must be decoupled 
from any particular agent platform. 
We have presented a generalised set of requirements for system wide tools 
irrespective of the agent platform used. This minimal set of tools comprises facilities 
to inspect, monitor and debug a running MAS, it is intentionally neutral on framework 
specific aspects like types of agency, the structure of messages, mobility, etc. 
We have tested an approach to IDE construction in which the IDE is built in the 
form of its own MAS. This approach decouples the IDE from any particular agent 
platform i.e.: the agents it monitors can be built on different agent platforms. We have 
evaluated this resulting IDE by experimentation and found that it can be extended by 
adding new agents to provide additional system-level tools and easily linked to 
existing agent-level tools like editors and inspectors. In addition we have succeeded in 
using the IDE as a bridge between two, otherwise incompatible, agent frameworks. 
While more discussion is needed within the research community to determine 
which system-level tools are most appropriate and how they should be presented, we 
believe that it is possible to deploy these as an extendible, generic and platform-
independent IDE. 
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